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There is increasing interest in creating computer games for learning, problem solving, and other high-level cognitive activities.
When investigating whether gameplay is conducive to such activities, gameplay is often studied as a whole. As a result, cognitive
implications can be linked to the game but not to its structural elements. Given that gameplay arises from interaction between the
player and the game, it is the structural components of interaction that should be investigated to better understand the design of
gameplay. Furthermore, minor variations in the components of interaction can have significant cognitive implications. However,
such variation has not been studied yet. Thus, to gain a better understanding of how we can study the effect of interaction on the
cognitive aspect of gameplay, we conducted an exploratory investigation of two computer games. These games were isomorphic at a
deep level and only had one minor difference in the structure of their interaction. Volunteers played these games and discussed the
cognitive processes that emerged. In one game, they primarily engaged in planning, but in the other game they primarily engaged
in visualizing. This paper discusses the results of our investigation as well as its implications for the design of computer games.

1. Introduction
Computer games have now become popular and ubiquitous
in our society, especially as the proliferation of games on
social media and cell phones increases. At the same time,
interest in using computer games in nonentertainment contexts has been increasing (e.g., [1–3]). Games within most
of these contexts are more effective when they engage the
player in deep and meaningful cognition, for example, reflective learning of mathematics, solving complex engineering
problems, and planning a sequence of actions in order to
accomplish some goal. Therefore, we need to design these
games with conscious attention given to their cognitive
gameplay. Generally speaking, the term gameplay refers to
the experience which emerges from the interaction between
the player and the game [4, 5]. Cognitive gameplay refers
to the cognitive processes that emerge from the player
interacting with the game. In other words, cognitive gameplay
is the cognitive component of the experience of playing a
game. The quality of cognitive gameplay is the primary factor
affecting the ability of a game to engage the player in cognitive
tasks and activities [6]. For example, if we wanted to create a
computer game for mathematics education, the game should

engage the player in the cognitive activity of learning specific
mathematical concepts. Hence, it would be insufficient to
simply embed these concepts into the game; we would also
need to carefully design the cognitive gameplay so that the
game is conducive to deep and conscious reflection of the
embedded mathematical concepts (see [6, 7]).
Design of cognitive gameplay is a second-order design
problem [5, 8]. We cannot directly design gameplay, since
it emerges from the interaction that occurs between the
player and the game. Instead, we must design the interaction
afforded by the game, as it is from this interaction that gameplay emerges. In other words, we can control the resulting
gameplay by carefully designing the interaction. Similarly, to
design cognitive gameplay we need to design the interaction
so that it facilitates, promotes, and supports the desired cognitive engagement [9]. For example, if we wanted to design
a game for learning mathematics, and thus wanted cognitive gameplay that is conducive to learning, then we need
to design the game’s interaction in such a way that it enables
and promotes deep and conscious reflection upon the embedded mathematical concepts.
Currently, there are no frameworks or methods for the
systematic design of cognitive gameplay. Many of the existing
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frameworks and methods for designing gameplay tend to
focus on the noncognitive components of gameplay, such as
enjoyment, immersion, or challenge (e.g., [10–13]). Cognitive
gameplay can influence noncognitive components, such as
enjoyment, but a framework that focuses on these other
components does not inform us about how to engage the
player in specific cognitive tasks or activities. Other frameworks relate specific structural features of games to learning
(e.g., [14, 15]). While these frameworks are more useful for
the design of cognitive gameplay, the structural features on
which they focus are quite broad (e.g., narratives, evaluation,
and personalization); usually they are not directed toward
interaction design. In addition, these frameworks focus on
the specific cognitive activity of learning and hence may not
generalize well to other high-level cognitive activities, for
example, decision making, planning, or problem solving.
Sedig and colleagues [16] have developed a framework
that informs the design of interactivity (i.e., the quality of
interaction) at a microlevel for visual tools. Although the
current context of this framework is visual tools, aspects
of it may be applicable to the design of computer games.
Specifically, this framework could inform the design of
microlevel interactivity in a computer game and thus inform
the design of cognitive gameplay to some extent (see [9]).
However, to further understand the systematic design of
cognitive gameplay, we need to investigate the relationship
between microlevel interactivity and cognitive gameplay. In
a more general sense, we need a method for studying the
effects of structural elements of computer games on cognitive
gameplay.
Typical studies of cognitive gameplay investigate the
relationship between the game as a whole and some internal
change in the player (see [11, 17]). For example, Quiroga
and colleagues [18] conducted a study to determine whether
playing Big Brain Academy for multiple trials would influence
general intelligence test scores. The results of their study
indicated that some test scores were influenced and, thus, the
cognitive gameplay of Big Brain Academy involves general
intelligence. Although these results are important and useful,
they do not help us determine what component(s) of Big
Brain Academy were responsible for this effect. For instance,
we cannot conclude from this study whether the interaction
afforded by the game influenced the results of the general
intelligence test; other components of the game may be
responsible, such as the game’s content, the manner in which
this content is represented, and the game’s goals. Without a
method of identifying and isolating components of a game, it
is very difficult to determine the source of any cognitive effect.
Thus, while this study is still valuable, it does not further our
understanding of how to design a computer game’s essential interactions in order to create some desired cognitive
gameplay. Although other studies that investigate the effect
of particular components of a computer game on cognitive
gameplay (e.g., [19]) are more useful, they are still insufficient.
Their emphasis tends to be on a particular cognitive activity
(e.g., knowledge acquisition), and, as previously mentioned,
the results may not be generalizable to other high-level
cognitive activities. The lack of generalizability is primarily
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due to the methods used for designing the tested computer
games.
To study the design of cognitive gameplay, we need a
systematic process for design that is (1) general in terms of
the possible cognitive activities that can result and (2) capable
of isolating specific game components for further study. The
process for designing computer games presented in [20] may
be applicable for this purpose, but it has not been tested.
Hence, we investigated whether this process would assist in
studying the design of cognitive gameplay. We conducted a
simple investigation of the cognitive gameplay of two computer games. These games were designed using the process
described in [20] and were designed such that structural
differences could be isolated and controlled. To test whether
it was possible to isolate only one structural difference, we
designed these games so that the only structural difference
between them was one element of interaction. When these
games were played by our volunteers, differences in cognitive
gameplay were observed. These differences were based on
self-reported descriptions of the volunteers’ experiences and
their own observations of the differences between the games.
The difference in cognitive gameplay could be associated
with the structural differences in interaction between the two
games. In other words, we found some promising evidence
that (1) careful design of interaction can affect cognitive
gameplay, (2) these effects can be studied in a systematic and
controlled manner, and (3) the design process mentioned in
[20] could be of benefit for such studies. However, this is still
preliminary research.
In this paper, then, we will present the results of this
investigation and some of the theoretical considerations
surrounding the investigation. In Section 2 below, some of the
design concepts of computer games will be discussed as well
as the design process used for the two games. Following this,
in Section 3, the two games and the investigation procedure
will be explained. Then, in Section 4, the results of the investigation will be presented, followed by a discussion in Section 5.
Some conclusions about how this investigation furthers our
understanding of the design of cognitive gameplay will be
presented at the end, in Section 6.

2. Background
In this section we will discuss some of the background concepts and terminology before we present our investigation.
2.1. Computer Games. Many terms have been used throughout the literature to describe the kind of games that we talk
about in this paper, such as video game, digital game, or
electronic game. We will simply adopt the term computer
game, though the other terms can be considered as equally
applicable. By computer game we mean a game that is
implemented on some form of computational platform. The
physical hardware used is unimportant, as the concepts in this
paper equally apply to a game that functions on a personal
computer, mobile device, tablet computer, or game console.
However, using computational technology as the means
through which interaction occurs gives computer games a
greater degree of interactive potential. This is due to the
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interaction that can be designed for computer games as well as
the removal of physical limitations inherent in noncomputer
games (e.g., card games, board games, and physical sports).
As a result of this interactive potential, computer games
also have a greater degree of cognitive potential and higher
potential for more variety and depth of cognitive gameplay.
2.2. Cognition. Over the past few decades, researchers in
cognitive science have increasingly promoted the idea that
human cognition is fundamentally influenced by the surrounding environment (e.g., [21–24]). Although there are
cognitive processes that operate within a human, such internal processes do not simply operate on some decontextualized input. Artifacts external to a human can cause the
operation of internal processes to be augmented, constrained,
or offloaded. In other words, one can conceptualize the operation of cognitive processes as though they were distributed
across multiple objects in an environment [25, 26].
A more comprehensive model for cognition, in which
external artifacts are taken into account, is one where cognitive processes occur within a joint human-artifact cognitive
system. This model allows us to analyze the whole cognitive
system rather than merely focus on internal cognitive processes in isolation of the environment. The cognitive system
most relevant to this paper is the one composed of a player
and a computer game. The player is a subsystem, composed
of internal cognitive processes, expectations towards games,
skill with certain games, and so on. The computer game
is also a subsystem, composed of various User Interface
(UI) elements which the player perceives and with which
she interacts. By analyzing the whole player-game cognitive
system we can identify the way in which cognitive processes
are distributed across the player and the computer game (for
an example of this in a context outside of computer games,
see [27]).
For example, Kirsh and Maglio [28] studied people
playing the computer game Tetris and found that certain
cognitive processes were extended into the game. In Tetris,
the player arranges differently shaped blocks in a play space
so as to create horizontal rows. To do this, she needs to quickly
determine the location and orientation of each block and
arrange it accordingly. Arranging a block involves a combination of two operations: rotating and translating. To determine
the best location and orientation of a block, the player could
internally visualize the result of possible operations on it.
However, Kirsh and Maglio found that their participants
would often operate on blocks in the game and use the
result of those operations to determine the best location
and orientation of blocks. Instead of internally visualizing
the result of an operation the participants simply performed
the operation, saw the result, and used this information to
help them arrange the corresponding block. They would
do so despite having limited time to act on any block and
despite the potential risk of having the block end up in a
location or orientation that was detrimental to their progress.
Performing such operations on a block is an example of a
cognitive process being distributed within the player-game
cognitive system: the player offloaded her cognitive process
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of visualizing onto the game when she operated on blocks in
the game instead of internally visualizing the same operation.
2.3. Interaction. The distribution of cognitive processes is
enabled by the relationships that exist between elements in
the cognitive system. In the case of the player-game cognitive
system, the most influential relationship is the interaction
that occurs between the player and the computer game.
A single interaction has two components: an action that
the player performs on one or more elements of the UI
and a reaction from the game. By reaction is meant some
perceivable change of the UI, such as an element of the UI
changing its position or new UI elements being created. In
playing the game, the player performs an action, the game
responds with a reaction, the player perceives this reaction,
and then the player performs a new action. As this actionreaction cycle repeats, the player and the game become
coupled together into a two-way mutual dialogue (see [29, 30]
for elaboration, even though they are not in the context of
computer games). Cognition emerges from this dialogue, in
that the interaction engages and mediates cognitive processes
and facilitates their distribution [16].
2.4. Interactivity. The term interactivity refers to the quality
of interaction, and therefore it means the quality of the cognitive coupling between the player and the computer game [9].
We can conceptualize an interaction in a computer game as a
composite of a set of elements that collectively determine its
structure. In the context of the design of visual tools, Sedig
and colleagues [16] have identified twelve such elements,
which could also apply to the design of computer games;
some of these elements include activation, context, flow, and
focus. These elements have various operational forms that
affect the quality of the cognitive coupling between the player
and the game. Thus, designing interactivity of a game involves
determining how the elements of its interactions should be
operationalized.
For example, one of the structural elements of interaction
is focus. Focus can be operationalized as direct or indirect.
In a game with direct focus the player acts on a target
UI object, while in a game with indirect focus the player
acts on an intermediary UI object to influence a target UI
object. In a study that explored designing computer games
for learning mathematical concepts [19], two computer games
were developed that differed in the way in which focus was
operationalized (though the authors of the study do not
use the term focus). The results of this study indicated that
there were differences in cognitive gameplay; specifically, the
game with indirect focus led to deeper and more effortful
learning of the embedded mathematical concepts than the
game with direct focus. In other words, operationalizing this
structural element of interaction in one way resulted in cognitive gameplay that was characterized by deep and mindful
learning, while operationalizing it in a different way resulted
in cognitive gameplay that promoted shallow and habituated
learning. This study is also an example of how we could
investigate the effect of structural differences of interaction on
cognitive gameplay. However, in [19] there was no discussion
of a systematic and generalized method for the design or
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investigation of their games. As previously mentioned, they
also focused entirely on learning (specifically acquisition of
mathematical knowledge) and made no indication that their
study could be generalized to other cognitive activities.
2.5. Cognitive Gameplay. Roughly speaking, the term gameplay refers to the subjective experience of the player while
playing a game [5]. However, it can also refer to the features
of a game that affect the kind of experience that the player
may have (e.g., [8, 31]). In this paper though, we will use
the definition provided by Ermi and Mäyrä, who say that
gameplay “is not a property or a direct cause of certain
elements of a game but something that emerges in a unique
interaction process between the game and the player.” (page 2,
[4]) Although the experience that emerges is still subjective,
interaction is what facilitates and mediates its emergence.
Cognitive gameplay is a subset of gameplay and can be
defined as the cognitive processes that emerge through the
mutual dialogue between the player and the game [9]. In
other words, it refers only to the cognitive aspect of gameplay.
Other aspects of gameplay can be influenced by cognitive
gameplay and vice versa, but the term cognitive gameplay
does not refer to these. For example, the pleasure gained from
aesthetic features of a game, the degree of visual immersion
or engagement, and the perception of challenge are all aspects
of gameplay but are not part of what we mean by cognitive
gameplay. The player mindfully and deliberately determining
the best position for some object, planning a path through
a navigation space, devising a strategy to solve a puzzle,
deciding which options to take, taking into account a concept
to overcome an obstacle, creating a sequence of actions to
create a structure, or trying to remember a previously failed
attempt so as to avoid it are all examples of experiences
captured by the term cognitive gameplay.
Since both gameplay and cognition emerge from interaction between the player and the computer game, we can
design cognitive gameplay by designing the interaction of
the computer game. Specifically, it is interactivity design
that is most relevant for designing cognitive gameplay.
This is because interactivity determines the quality of the
cognitive coupling between the player and the game, and
hence interactivity determines the quality of the resulting
cognitive gameplay [9, 16]. Likewise, we can gain a better
understanding of how to systematically design cognitive
gameplay through investigating the effect of a computer
game’s interactivity on its resulting cognitive gameplay.
2.6. Investigating Cognitive Gameplay. In order to investigate cognitive gameplay, it is first necessary to identify the
structural component(s) of the computer game that will be
explored. Simple computer games are often best for this,
since they have few structural components. For example,
the computer game Tetris has only two actions (rotate a
block and translate a block), a handful of reactions, and one
game object (the Tetris block in its various forms). However,
to determine whether a component influences cognitive
gameplay, we need to vary that component and compare
games which have those variations. Comparing the gameplay
of one computer game with the gameplay of a different
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computer game can be problematic, as both games require
deep structural similarity before differences between them
can be comprehensively identified. In other words, the two
games need to be isomorphic at a deep level. When two games
are isomorphic it means that they are structurally identical
at a certain level of abstraction (e.g., see [32]). The level of
abstraction can vary, such that two games may be isomorphic
at one level but not at a different level.
For example, consider two games that are variations of
Tetris. In one game, the blocks are multicolored and glow
when translated or rotated. In the other game, the whole
display is black-and-white. These two games are different
at the surface level of abstraction, or the presentation level
of information, but they are isomorphic at deeper levels
since they share the same rules and interactions. As another
example, consider two other variations of Tetris in which
there is one difference between them: in one game only the
next block that will appear is shown, while in the other game
the next four blocks that will appear are shown. This change is
at the level of rules and hence is deeper than the presentation
level. Thus, these two games are not isomorphic at the surface
level or at the level of rules. However, they are still isomorphic
at a more abstract level where both games share the abstract
rule “present the next set of blocks.” In one game this abstract
rule is specified as “show the next block” and in the other
game the rule is specified as “show the next four blocks.”
A design process was developed and proposed by Sedig
and Haworth [20] in which multiple games can be designed
and the structural differences between these games can be
identified and controlled. Through this process, a series of
games could be produced that are isomorphic at a very
abstract level: they share the same source idea. In addition, the games can maintain isomorphism at other levels
of abstraction, depending on how they are designed. The
process involves five stages: (1) choosing a cognitive toy as
a source of inspiration, (2) extracting some general patterns
from the toy, (3) choosing one of the general patterns and
using it to design a set of abstract rules, (4) using the abstract
rules to create a set of concrete rules, and (5) using the
concrete rules to implement a full computer game. Each stage
after the first can be performed multiple times, branching
out into separate paths for creating a computer game. For
instance, one cognitive toy could be chosen, from which
two sets of general patterns could be extracted. Three sets of
abstract rules could be generated from each general pattern,
giving a total of six sets of rules, and eventually resulting in
at least six different computer games that are isomorphic to
varying degrees. However, there was no mention in [20] of
this process being used to empirically investigate the effect
of structural differences of interaction on cognitive gameplay,
although such a possibility was implied.
An example of using this process to create games is shown
in Figure 1. A cognitive toy is chosen and four different
computer games are produced at the end of the process. All
four games are isomorphic at a very deep level, since they
are all based on the same cognitive toy. The games are also
isomorphic at the level of abstract rules, since they share the
same set of abstract rules. The two games in the middle are
isomorphic at the level of concrete rules, since they share the
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Cognitive toy

Pattern set 1

Pattern set 2

Abstract
game 1

Abstract
game 2

Concrete
game 1

Concrete
game 2

Pattern set 3

Abstract
game 3

Concrete
game 3

Figure 1: An example of the design process discussed in [20] being used to create four isomorphic computer games.

same set of concrete rules. The four games are different at the
presentation level, and the first and fourth games are different
at the level of concrete rules. The structural changes between
the first and second games are much greater than the changes
between the second and third games, given the difference in
degree of isomorphism between those three games.
The stage in the process from which two games diverge
determines the depth and degree of isomorphism. Since the
designer determines when divergence occurs in the process,
and the design that is created at each stage, he therefore controls the degree and kind of difference that occurs between
the resulting games. In other words, by using this process we
can create multiple games that differ in terms of exactly the
structural component(s) that we want to investigate.

Figure 2: A photo of a classic Labyrinth, which was the inspiration
for the two computer games that we developed.

3. Methodology
In this section we will briefly discuss the two isomorphic
computer games that we developed and the procedure for our
investigation.
3.1. Computer Games. For our investigation of the effect of
structural variations of interaction on cognitive gameplay,
two isomorphic computer games were developed: Fixed Play
Space (Game F) and Rotating Play Space (Game R). Both
are 2D maze-like puzzle games that were developed by
our research team using the design process and theoretical
concepts described in Section 2.

The cognitive toy Labyrinth (see Figure 2) was chosen in
the first stage of the design process. In this toy, the player
turns dials to tilt the board and cause a marble to roll in a
certain direction. The objective is to move the marble from
a start position to an end position such that it does not fall
into one of the many holes in the board. From this toy, we
designed a simple abstract game, in which the player must
navigate an orb from a start position to a goal position while
avoiding various obstacles. Some obstacles stop the orb from
moving while others force the player to restart. The orb moves
in a random direction each time it collides with an obstacle.
In addition, the player can arrange a limited number of
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Obstacle
Bonus
collectible
Player’s orb

Control panel

Direction
queue
Action
button
Operators

Goal point

Figure 3: Screenshot of Game F with its UI components labeled.

operators. These operators cause the orb to move in a specific
direction or to stop moving. Thus, the player cannot directly
move the orb but she can influence its direction by using
various operators.
From this abstract game we derived two concrete rule sets
and then implemented those rules as two computer games.
Both games are divided into eight levels. Each level has a
start point, a goal point, a specific arrangement of obstacles
and bonus collectibles, and specific operators available to
the player. The levels are intended to be progressively more
difficult, based on the obstacles and the number and kind
of operators available. The random directions of the orb
were instantiated as a direction queue. This queue shows a
sequence of twelve directions, and the player can click an
action button to cause the orb to move in a way related
to the first entry in the direction queue. The first entry is
then removed and a new random one is added to the end,
effectively making the queue infinite in length.
The UI is divided into two parts: the play space and the
control panel (see Figure 3). The play space contains the orb
and the level-specific arrangement of elements (the goal,
bonus collectibles, and obstacles). This is also the space in
which the player places and arranges the operators available
for the current level. The control panel contains the direction
queue, the available operators, the action button, and the
player’s current score and remaining lives.
In addition to clicking the action button, the player can
arrange the given operators. This is done by clicking on an
operator in the control panel and dragging it onto the play
space. The player can move an operator after placing it, but
she cannot move operators while the orb is in motion nor
can she hold an operator somewhere while the orb is moving.
In other words, operators must be placed and then left alone
while the orb moves. An operator can be placed anywhere on
the play space except on top of another operator or within one
tile of the orb. Hence, the player cannot place any operator
directly beside the orb. There are two types of operators in
the game: walls and arrows. When the orb collides with the
wall operator, the orb stops moving. Wall operators give the
player more control over the ending position of the orb. When
the orb collides with the arrow operator, it moves again in the
direction of the arrow. For example, if an orb was moving to
the right and collided with an “up” arrow, the orb would then

begin moving upward and would continue until it collided
with something else. Arrow operators give the player more
control over the direction of the orb’s movement. The player
was not given the same number or type of operators in each
level; in some levels the player may have walls and arrows,
while in others she may have only arrows or only walls.
Bonus objects are placed throughout each level. One type
of bonus object awards the player 50 points when the orb
collides with it. The player cannot receive points in any other
way. The other type of bonus object awards the player an
extra life when the orb collides with it. About halfway through
the game, black hole objects were also placed on the level.
When the orb collides with a black hole, the player loses a
life and the level restarts. When all the player’s lives are lost,
the game ends in failure. Colliding with a black hole is the
only way in which the player can lose lives and thus is the
only way in which she can lose the game. If the player reached
the goal point of the final level, she wins the game and is
shown her final score. We did not attempt to provide any
other scoring mechanism, such as points for operators used
or time spent per level, as these might become additional
factors influencing the behavior of players.
Slightly different graphics were used in each game, which
means that the two games differed at the presentation level.
The games also had different directions in the direction
queue and responses to the action button being clicked. In
other words, the games differ in the reaction component
of interaction. This is the structural difference that we
explored. Other than this one structural difference, and the
presentation differences, the two games are identical.
3.1.1. Fixed Play Space (Game F). In Game F, the direction
queue contains a series of cardinal directions: up, down, left,
and right. When the action button is clicked, the orb begins
moving in a straight line in the direction of the first entry
in the queue and stops when it collides with a wall or the
edge of the play space. There is an animation of the orb as
it moves, so that the player can see it move from its start to
end position. Only the orb moves; all other objects in the play
space remain fixed in place. See Figure 4 for an example of
this movement. If the orb collides with an arrow operator, it
moves in the same fashion (i.e., gradually until it collides with
another operator). The goal point is presented as a door, the
bonus collectible that gives score is presented as a star, and the
bonus collectible that gives an extra life is presented as a circle
that looks similar to the player’s orb. The wall operators have
the same appearance as existing walls except for a difference
in color.
3.1.2. Rotating Play Space (Game R). In Game R, the direction
queue contains a series of rotation directions: 90-degree
clockwise turn, 90-degree counter-clockwise turn, and a 180degree turn. When the action button is clicked, the play space
and all elements within it, including the orb, rotate according
to the first entry of the direction queue. This rotation is
animated (i.e., the player can see the objects move). After
the rotation is finished, the orb moves down towards the
bottom of the play space. This movement is similar to the orb’s
movement in Game F (i.e., gradual, animated, and stopping
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(c)

Figure 4: Screenshots from Game F that show the ending position of the orb after the player clicks the action button. From left to right: the
starting position, after one movement right, and after one movement down.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5: Screenshots from Game R that show the orb moving. From left to right: the starting position, after a 90-degree left rotation, and
after a 180-degree rotation.

upon colliding with another object or the edge of the play
space). See Figure 5 for an example of the rotation. The orb
does not collide with anything during the rotation, only
afterwards when it is moving down toward the bottom of
the play space. The game objects look the same as in Game
F except minor color differences in the background, UI, and
walls, and the bonus collectible that gives score is presented
as a coin instead of a star.
3.2. Investigation Procedure. We recruited eight volunteers
from our university through word-of-mouth to participate
in our exploratory investigation (𝑁 = 8). These volunteers
are henceforth referred to as players. None of them had
previously played the games that we had created. These
players were randomly divided into two groups: Group 1 and
Group 2. The procedure for our investigation was divided
into four parts: (1) players filled out a demographics survey
on paper; (2) they played one of the two games for about 30
minutes; (3) they filled out a design questionnaire on paper;
(4) they played the other game for about 30 minutes. The
whole procedure lasted about 90 minutes per person. People
in Group 1 played Game F and then Game R, while those in
Group 2 did the reverse.
We collected 4 types of data to analyze cognitive gameplay: (1) video-recordings of the game screen, which captured
in-game interaction of the players; (2) audio-recordings,
which captured their verbal comments; (3) two paper surveys, which captured specific opinions about the game
and the experienced gameplay; and (4) direct observations obtained from watching the players interact with the

game. The demographics survey was intended to gather past
game-playing behavior and preferences to provide context for
their comments. The design questionnaire was intended to
gather their opinions about the game. For example, they were
asked: whether they liked the game and why, whether they
had any difficulties playing the game, the amount and nature
of challenge the game provided, the kind of cognitive tasks in
which they engaged, and the mental effort involved in these
tasks. The design questionnaire only applied to the first game
that they played.
For each game, players were given a one-minute summary
of how to play the game. We answered any questions they
had about how to play either game. While playing the first
game, we asked them some questions to help elaborate or
explain their behavior and to encourage them to vocalize
their thoughts and the operation of their internal cognitive
processes. When playing the second game, they were asked
these same questions as well as a set of specific interview
questions to encourage them to compare the two games. For
example: do you like this game more than the previous one
and why? Which game required more mental effort? What
kind of mental effort was involved? Which game would you
prefer to play again and why?
We were primarily interested in two types of observations.
First, we wanted to explore how players experienced the
game in cognitive terms. Specifically, we wanted to know
what players were thinking about, what they were mentally
emphasizing, and why they were engaged in this behavior. If
players found it difficult to verbally express these experiences,
or felt as though they were not thinking strongly about
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anything, then we could interpret this to mean they were
not aware of their thoughts; in other words, the cognitive
gameplay was more automatic and unconscious than reflective and conscious. Although we might want a game in
which players think more deeply or are more aware of their
thinking, we did not want to measure that in this study
nor did we want to conclude which game was better. Our
interest was to explore any possible differences in cognitive
gameplay between playing these two games. Second, we
wanted to explore differences in perceived enjoyment. We
were interested in players indicating whether they enjoyed
one game over the other, if they experienced any frustration,
and explaining their thoughts on the source of this enjoyment
or frustration. While this whole investigation could be conducted using quantitative means (see Section 5.4), collecting
qualitative data was deemed more appropriate. Furthermore,
the extremely low sample size rendered quantitative analysis
irrelevant. Within the standard expectations of quantitative
studies (e.g., 𝛼 = 0.05; effect size = 0.1; power = 0.8) the
statistical power of our sample is roughly 0.05, far below what
is needed to make any generalizable claims (see [33]). As
such, quantitative analysis was deemed unnecessary and only
qualitative results will be presented.

4. Results
This section is divided into three subsections. First, we
provide a brief summary of some data gathered from the
demographics surveys and scoring, to obtain a clearer picture
of the players. The remaining two subsections contain the
qualitative results for the two games, one section per game.
Each subsection begins with a summary of the results for
the corresponding game and continues with more detailed
results. These results include a combination of comments
from the players, their responses on the paper surveys, and
observations made by the researchers. Where relevant, we
mention whether the player was in Group 1 or Group 2. Players are referred to as P<#> (e.g., P1, P5) when they are quoted
in the results. The quotes are verbatim, minus the removal
of filler words (e.g., “uhh,” “umm,” “like,” and “you know”).
We have reported and emphasized the qualitative results over
the quantitative results, even though some quantitative data
is reported.
4.1. Player Demographics and Scoring. In this subsection,
we present some of the demographic data gathered about
the players (see Table 1). This data is sorted into the two
groups to help clarify the context of detailed results given in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Statistical analysis of this data has not
been conducted due to the small sample size. However, it is
interesting to note that three of the players self-identified as
nongamers and none of the players identified puzzle games
as a type of game with which they had experience playing.
In Tables 2 and 3 we present some scoring results.
The scores that players obtained could be interpreted as
representing their level of motivation for obtaining optional
content in the games, since score was not awarded for
merely completing a level. Obtaining a high score could
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mean that the player was willing and interested in additional
challenge; obtaining a low score could mean that the player
was unwilling or unable to go after the bonus objectives in
the game. The maximum score in both games was 1100. For
added context with interpreting this data, the highest level
reached in the game is also reported. Each game had 8 levels,
and Tables 2 and 3 report the level of the game at which the
experiment ended. An entry of “end” means that the player
completed the game. Total play time for each player per game
was roughly the same: 30 minutes. Again, this data was not
analyzed statistically due to low sample size. Relevant data for
P8 was lost due to a recording error.
4.2. Results of Game F. Players in Group 1 played Game F
first, while those in Group 2 played it second. In this game
they reported that the main cognitive task in which they
were engaged was planning, planning in Game F required
less mental effort than in Game R, Game F had a low level of
difficulty, Game F’s low level of difficulty affected how deeply
they planned, and Game F was more enjoyable than Game R
but considered trivial in comparison.
4.2.1. Main Cognitive Task: Planning. Planning a path seemed
to be the primary cognitive task in which players engaged.
For example, the following is a portion of P2 verbalizing his
thoughts while working through one level:
“First of all, if I go up all the way to the upper
corner here it won’t be good for me, because the
ball will go up and then it will go right and then it
will go up and . . . up and down and then up and
to the right. So, this is the level where I really need
to use at least one of these [wall operators]. Now, I
have four so I need to create a path based on them.
So, if I go up, these two are probably the best places
where I need to stop the ball, which means that
I have to put something—one of those blocks—in
either of those two cells. If not, I have to avoid this
[one location in the play space] because the next
move will go towards the black hole. So then if I
go to the right, I cannot stop here of course, or here
because the next move is up and then I will lose.”
The fact that the players engaged in planning could also be
seen in other ways. While reflecting on the game, P8 wrote
in the design questionnaire that the game “required a decent
amount of foresight for some of the levels, which if you did
not do, may result in death or a very long time to beat it.”
While playing the game, players pointed to specific bonuses
or locations in the play space which they were trying to reach
and planned a path to it. P4 explained that, “my strategy is
to get the highest amount of points. I am just looking at the
next directions, and trying to predict the first direction.” Later
on, when creating a plan in a level with several objectives, P4
continued to elaborate his strategy: “Right now I do not care
about these directions [the ones near the end of the queue], I
just pick one goal—one star or one life—and match the first
direction to where I want to go.”
Players mainly engaged in one kind of behavior to
externalize the path they were planning: they would trace
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Table 1: Summary of player demographics.
1

Gender

Gamer status2

28
29
22
22

M
F
M
M

NG
NG
C-A
A

28
26
22
23

M
M
M
M

C
H
C-A
NG

Age

Experience3

Experienced game genres4

E
SE
SE
VE

FPS, sports, strategy
Cell phone games, word games
Adventure, sports
FPS, sports, strategy

SE
X
VE
E

Adventure, mystery, sports
MMORPG, strategy
Adventure, FPS, RPG, sports
Adventure, FPS, RPG

Group 1

Group 2

1

Ages are in years.
“Do you consider yourself:” NG = nongamer, C = causal gamer, C-A = between C and A, A = average gamer, A-H = between A and H, and H = hardcore
gamer.
3
“In general, how experienced are you with playing games?” N = novice, SE = slightly experienced, E = experienced, VE = very experienced, and X = expert.
4
“Which kinds of games do you feel most experienced with?”.
2

Table 2: Player scoring and game completion data for Group 1.
Score
P1
P3
P5
P7

Game F
500
150
1100
1100

Game R
250
0
250
700

Level reached
Game F
Game R
7
4
7
3
End
7
End
End

Table 3: Player scoring and game completion data for Group 2.
Score
P2
P4
P6

Game F
250
1100
1050

Game R
200
700
600

Level reached
Game F
Game R
8
7
End
8
End
End

the path of the orb with the mouse or their finger. This path
could be where they wanted the orb to go, how it would
move when affected by other operators, or simply where it
would go based on the sequence of directions. Players also
indicated goal points, by orienting the mouse toward them
or pointing at them with a finger, while engaged in forming
a plan. Sometimes they would also move an operator to a
particular location but keep it in one location instead of
placing it and would then trace the path with a finger. In some
cases, players did no tracing but placed operators in a way that
suggested they had determined a path mentally. Regardless
of the number of operators they used or how far ahead they
planned, none of the players expressed difficulty (verbally or
behaviorally) with tracing a path.
The players in Group 2 also engaged in planning. However, planning in Game F was different than planning in
Game R, due to the exclusion of visualizing the rotation:
“I’m still planning moves ahead but I do not
struggle to figure out where I’m going to end up.
. . . I’m not struggling with rotating in my head. . . .

That’s part of the planning but you have to actually
do that spatial reasoning to say ‘this is going to be
here and then it’s going to go left’ and that’s very
difficult to make multiple rotations in your mind
and then plan in the context of that. . . . You still
have to plan [in Game F] no matter what, there’s
no way you can randomly complete the game. So
you still have to plan but you do not have to put
as much effort into planning.” (P1)
However, the amount of planning in Game F compared to
Game R was potentially greater:
“I know where it’s going to be, so I’m not spending
my time trying to figure out where it’s going to
be for the next move. My plan is more from the
starting point to the end point; I’m spending time
rearranging things so it follows the path. Before [in
Game R] I had an end point, I had a beginning,
but I had no idea how to go from beginning to
end because I couldn’t see what each move did. But
now I know what each move does, so I’m able to
develop a strategy; I can plan more.” (P3)
4.2.2. Lower Mental Effort Compared to Game R. People in
Group 2 considered Game F to be easier than Game R,
primarily due to less mental effort required:
“Well in terms of planning ahead, it’s much easier.
I can say ‘I’m going to go up, I’m going to go right,
I’m going to go up, I’m going to go down’ I can plan
the whole level with very little mental effort, or at
least it seems that way.” (P1)
“I love this game! I do not have to do the rotations
and the ball is the only thing that moves, so right
now when I click next the ball is going to move
right there. So now I click next, and the ball goes
there, and I knew that was going to happen.” (P3)
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“This is very different. It’s definitely not as complex
as the other one. It’s still involves some kind of
thinking but nowhere near the level of the other
one.” (P5)

When questioned about the difference in the mental effort
between games, the players responded with the following:
“In terms of planning and how hard it is mentally
I would say this one is certainly easier. Because
I can very easily plan all the moves, I just follow
it with the mouse. . . .And I can, based on that,
place my blocks where I want them. There’s no
confusion really, saying ‘is that really what’s going
to happen?’ It’s easier to predict. They’re both
predictable, if you know what’s going to happen,
but this is easier much to predict accurately.” (P1)
“[the mental effort I need to exert is] significantly
reduced, because everything is not moving only
one thing is moving in the game. And because only
one thing is moving you can keep track of it, you
know where it currently is and you know where
it’s going to end up. And because everything else
is not moving, there’s only one variable you have
to follow. In [Game R] you had to follow many
variables, where the door is, where the possible
blocks that you’re putting are. . .” (P3)
“The other game was very much mentally draining. With this game it’s like, I should be thinking, I
can think multiple moves ahead but it’s almost like
I do not really have to because there’s not as much
risk involved.” (P5)
In elaborating specifically the difference in mental effort, P1
focused on visualizing the rotation as the primary source:
“[Game F] does not require any type of spatial reasoning, mental rotation. That’s what’s very taxing
mentally, especially when it comes to sequential
processing of that. This is much easier. You do
not really have to do this in your head. I mean,
you have to imagine the ball moving but you can
literally put your finger there and know where it’s
going to go. There’s very little mental effort.” (P1)
4.2.3. Low Level of Difficulty. All players in Group 1 indicated
that the game was rather easy. They rated the difficulty of the
game on the design questionnaire as a 2 or 3 out of 5 (mean
= 2.5) and rated the increase in difficulty as a 2 or 3 out of
5 (mean = 2.75). P4 commented that “if I could change the
game, I would make it more challenging,” while P8 wrote that
“I liked that the levels weren’t so hard to make me frustrated,
but were hard enough for a good challenge.” All the players had
a chance to see the full progression of difficulty, even if they
did not complete the game. When comparing the final level of
Game F to the earlier ones, P2 said “it’s not really much more
difficult” and he indicated that the difficulty was the obstacles
that forced resetting the level: “The challenges are, of course,

the large number of black holes.” All the players indicated that
they had no problems or confusion with the UI. P6 even made
this more explicit by writing in the design questionnaire that
“the controls were concise and could be used effectively.”
When comparing the difficulty of Game F and Game R,
players in Group 2 indicated that Game F was much easier:
“It does not really even compare. The other one [Game R] had
just so much more going on that it was way harder. . . .I always
had to prepare for the next move no matter what, whether or
not it allowed me to get closer to the goal.” (P5)
All players, in both groups, indicated that the operators
gave them more control over the movement of the orb. Since
the arrow operators affected the direction of the orb, these
were considered the most useful. However, they also made
the game much easier, as is mentioned by the players. P4 said
“with four arrows you can do anything. It is very easy.” P6
explained that the arrows “made the game easier than if we just
would have had blocks. It allowed you to control the movements
up to 4 moves in advance.” However, P8 complained that “the
arrows may be too overpowered and those levels [in which
arrow operators were available] were generally easier.”
4.2.4. Difficulty Affects Depth of Planning. Two of the players
in Group 2 said that they could plan up to twelve steps ahead,
using all the directions in the movement sequence. The other
two said they could only plan about three or four moves
ahead. For example, P5 said “[I’m looking] three maybe four
[moves ahead]. You always try to look as far as ahead possible,
but in the other game it was a lot more difficult to do that. So
usually it was just one, maybe two [moves].”
However, the ease with which the players could plan in
this game may have discouraged them from planning far in
advance. P1 suggested that “It seems I do not really need to
plan that much in advance, I can just move. I know where a
few moves are going to take me and then just go from there.”
Giving the player too many arrow operators also seemed to
reduce the need to plan further in advance. When asked about
the influence of the arrow operators, P7 replied: “They make
life easier, for sure. You do not have to construct a long plan,
because you can get to each objective every turn. So I found
myself thinking less because you do not really have to. It is the
same across both games.” A similar comment was made by P1,
“I’m using the arrows to try to plan multiple moves at once. I
like the challenge of planning multiple things and then seeing it
all happen, but that’s my strategy; the game does not make me
do that.”
4.2.5. More Trivially Enjoyable Than Game R. Despite how
easy the game may have been, the players in Group 1 still
enjoyed it. In the design questionnaire, P4 commented “I
liked the thinking involved in this game” while P8 commented
“I liked how you have to be clever in how to use actions to avoid
death.” Complaints were directed toward the perceived low
difficulty, and not the UI or the mental effort involved.
When players in Group 2 were asked which game they
enjoyed playing more, three said that Game F was more
enjoyable because the challenge of the other game was too
high for them. One player said that Game R was more
enjoyable because he preferred its higher level of difficulty.
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However, when asked which game they would prefer to play
again, two said that they would prefer Game R over Game F
and a third one said that he would only play Game F again if
it was made harder: “I would get bored playing this all day, as
it becomes trivial quickly.” (P7) The main difference between
the two games was well captured by P5:
“They’re both games, but [Game F] is more of
a conventional fun game. The other one is more
of a mind workout. I see the value of both
but depending on the mood I’m in or what I’m
prepared to do [I would play one or the other].
I’d be interested in playing both [games] but at
different times. If I knew I couldn’t play these
games outside the context of this [investigation]
then I’d ask to play the other one because it would
do more for me than playing [Game F]. It is still
slightly challenging. If I want a break from work,
which is how people normally pick-up games, then
I’d pick this one. But, if I wanted something that
would really alter my thought process then I’d pick
the other one for sure.”
4.3. Results of Game R. The players of Group 2 played Game
R first, while those in Group 1 played it second. In this
game, players reported that the main cognitive task in which
they were engaged was visualizing, visualizing required a
high amount of mental effort, the high mental effort needed
for visualizing also made Game R more difficult to play
than Game F, it was difficult to plan more than a couple
moves ahead, and Game R was considered enjoyable but in
a different way than Game F.
4.3.1. Main Cognitive Task: Visualizing. Various comments
made by the players while playing the game suggest that they
were engaged in planning. For instance, P1 said the following
while verbalizing his thoughts:
“Maybe get it into the middle. Let’s try this. [placed
wall operator] It will go there, and then [clicked
action button] and then it’s going to fall this
way. . . .And then it’s going to rotate, so if I go
like this. [clicked action button] and then, oh
that’s. . .[looked at direction queue, saw next entry
was a 180-degree turn] oh boy, I have to plan all
these things ahead.”
As another example, consider the following excerpt from P3:
“So the ball will end up one rotation here, and this
guy [the exit] will end up one rotation here. So
what we want is that when the ball gets up here,
we want it to fall this way. It will come all the
way back down and we want it to go across, so
let’s take this [wall operator] and place it so that
it’s here. Now, think about this again. . . .Instead of
stopping the ball here let’s stop the ball so it’s over
here, because if the ball stops somewhere over here
then it’d be in this quadrant. If I get the ball in the
same quadrant [as the goal] then the next time it
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moves, I can use these four blocks and put them
where they need to be.”
Similarly, after P5 clicked the action button and did not like
the result he said “I should have a put a block here, then I would
have got a life after. In this context, you have to look ahead to
see where things will be after the rotation.”
However, players also visualized the rotation of the play
space. As can be seen from the above quotations, visualizing
was performed at each step of their plan and thus players
could not plan without visualizing. The players engaged in
a variety of strategies to help them visualize the rotation of
the play space. One tilted his head to see the screen from
different orientations. Another arranged the operators on the
screen to indicate where certain elements would end up after
the rotation. For example, after placing a wall operator at
some position on the screen P3 said “this wall is just a placesetter, to mark where the ball will end. I’m using these blocks
for other things just so I can visualize what’s going on.” Most of
the players used the mouse or their finger to trace the arc of
rotation for some object. Players in Group 1 also performed
the same actions, with P2 even explaining his strategy for
using the wall operators as mental aids: “I have enough of these
[wall operators] that I do not have to think about it, so I’m using
the resources as a way to ease the way I think, and then the
mental effort will probably decrease.”
4.3.2. High Mental Effort Needed for Visualizing. Visualizing
had a high mental-resource cost for the players. When P7 was
asked what required the most mental effort he responded:
“probably visualizing the rotation, then planning to get every
coin since I’m committed to that.” Similarly, P2 explained that
the thing which required the most mental effort was “trying to
visualize the effect of each action,” and then afterward “I have
that sort of visualization in my mind. . .and I’m trying to put
these blocks in that visualization as a component to see what
would work.” When P5 was asked whether he was thinking
about the way in which the play space rotates he replied:
“That’s always in the back of my head, because
that’s the nature of the game. It’s a very abstract
way of thinking, the whole world moving around,
and it’s not something that I’m used to in any game
in any setting. That’s the main problem that I’m
having right now.”
The high effort can also be seen in the mistakes made
by the players and the confusion or frustration expressed
upon realizing that the orb moved in a different direction
or to a different location than anticipated. For example, after
clicking the action button P1 said “that was not how I wanted
it to go. . . .It rotated the way I expected but I do not know
why I thought it was going to fall a different way.” Similarly,
after placing some operators in anticipation of a certain
rotation P3 clicked the action button and, while watching the
reaction, said “No! This guy needed to be here!” Even after
determining the rotation of the play space, players would
frequently double-check the anticipated outcomes to ensure a
mistake was not made. This occurred more regularly for some
players after they started making mistakes, but all players
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performed double-checking regardless of when they made
mistakes.
The players in Group 1 had a similar experience, but it
was unexpected given how well they played Game F: “Now I
sometimes make mistakes. I thought one thing would happen
but now I see that something else happened. But I have to make
sure that even if I make mistakes I won’t lose.” (P4) Likewise,
P6 said that the game “is much more frustrating, because
you cannot make the ball go where you want it to. [There is]
definitely less control.” Due to the greater effort involved, some
of the Group 1 players said they would just focus on solving
the level:

the position where they were before and nothing’s
changed. But then I do this guy [the 180-degree
rotation] and I cannot even make a strategy.”

“[in Game F] I would have gone for scoring the
coins, or the stars, but in this one the first thing
that I am thinking about is getting out of the door.
Even though I know that there are only two black
holes, but yet because I am not sure about the
effects I think that is what I am going to do.” (P2)
4.3.3. Higher Difficulty Than Game F. Generally speaking, the
players stated that this game was difficult to initially play and
took some time to learn. They spent between 5 and 10 minutes
on the first two levels of the game, trying to understand
how the elements within the play space would rotate and
practicing visualizing the rotation. Regardless of the time
spent practicing, they all expressed difficulty with visualizing.
For example, while verbalizing his thoughts, P3 said: “so it
rotates this way, and then the bottom guy becomes this top guy.
So, the ball will be here. But that’s not where I want it, I want it
here. This game is too difficult, [laughs] I have to get through at
least level 2!” As another example, while P7 was reflecting on
his planning he said “I usually think about where I want to be
and then I try to get there, but going more than five [rotations]
is really tough. The board flips make it tougher.” When talking
about the difficulty of predicting the location of the orb, P5
said: “Obviously it’s hardest with the inverse flip. Right now the
world’s gonna invert, and this coin will end up on top and this
will end up there, and I cannot do anything to stop that I think.
I want the ball to stay here close to the coin, ideally.”
On the paper surveys, the players rated the difficulty of
the game at a 4 or 5 out of 5 (mean = 4.5) and also rated
the increase in difficulty at a 3 or 4 out of 5 (mean = 3.5). In
further elaboration, P5 wrote in the design questionnaire that
the game was “very challenging. Not so much a ‘fun’ game but
an exercise for the mind.” Similarly, P1 wrote that “the cognitive
load and spatial reasoning was demanding. The game was very
forgiving in terms of number of moves, which made it seem
less difficult than it could have been.” The players indicated
that the difficulty of the game came from having to visualize
the rotation of the play space. For instance, P3 wrote in the
design questionnaire that the game was very difficult “because
I did not understand what the [180-degree rotation] did or how
things rotated. It was hard to visualize the result of a possible
action.” When asked to elaborate, P3 said:
“The problem is that I cannot see—I’m having
a difficult time anticipating where everything is
going to be. Because now I know, ‘ok this is here
and this is here’, and then they will go back to

Players in Group 1 indicated that Game R was more
difficult than Game F, and that playing Game R required
more mental effort than playing Game F. For instance, P4
mentioned that Game R “is much harder because you cannot
predict objects and their place. And if you predict, there will be
problems. If I had arrow [operators] in this level it would be so
easy.” Similarly, P2 explained the difficulty that he had with
visualizing:
“First of all, it’s definitely hard to understand
the way that these blocks and the ball move. It
needs more than one or two test actions. Since
the effect of the left and right arrows is somehow
different than the other ones, this will pose another
challenge. So, the first challenge is to understand
what are the elements out there doing, in terms
of the actions, and then when I could understand
that then I could come up with solutions based on
using the red blocks.”
Finally, P6 was the most explicit about the difference between
the two games when he said “this game [Game R] is definitely
harder because it’s harder to visualize a few moves in advance,
especially the flipping. This requires more mental effort [to
play].”
4.3.4. Visualizing Limited Planning Depth. Players in both
Group 1 and Group 2 were only able to plan a few moves
ahead:
“It really is much easier just to compute one move
at a time. If there wasn’t rotation you could do
multiple moves which - It’s hard to do that spatial
reasoning. To say ‘ok, it’s going to be like this’ and
then from there ‘it’s going to be like this’. I can
do it in some cases but then sometimes you make
a computation error because you think ‘in two
stages away it’s going to be like this’ but then you
forgot that something is going to rotate in a certain
way.” (P1)
P6 mentioned that he was thinking “two moves ahead, maybe
three in some cases,” while P4 explained that “I just look at
the next arrow and I put some things down to avoid losing and
be closer to the current goal.” When P2 was asked whether he
planned a sequence of several actions he replied with:
“No, because the uncertainty of actions and sublevels—a sequence of two or three actions in the
same level—are much higher than the previous
one [Game F]. The previous one was exact. In
this one [Game R], the uncertainty exists and it’s
to a high degree. So that will stop me thinking
ahead of time for maybe even more than one step,
because I’m not really good at spatial recognition
and memorizing things based on the place that
they are or where they are going to be.”
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Three of the four players in Group 1 also said that they
engaged in more planning in Game F, since it was too difficult
in Game R to create long plans.
4.3.5. Different Enjoyment Than Game F. When asked which
game was more enjoyable, three of the four players in Group
1 said Game R was more enjoyable since they preferred the
higher level of challenge. For instance, P2 said “I had a more
enjoyable time with this game than the previous one,” and P6
agreed: “I had more fun playing this one more, because it’s
harder.” P4 disagreed though:
“If I want to say which game I liked more, I
liked [Game F] more. This one [Game R] is more
challenging, but I think less. It’s like you play a
game, and it’s very hard, but you do not think you
just play the hard game.”
However, they expressed the opinion that Game R was more
about avoiding obstacles. For instance, P8 said “The previous
game required an offensive strategy, whereas this game uses
a defensive strategy as you try not to die.” When Group 1
players were asked what game they would play again, three
said they would prefer to play Game R since Game F was not
challenging enough for them:
“It depends if I really wanted to have a challenge
or I just wanted to enjoy. If I just wanted to enjoy,
then of course the first one [Game F] because
I thought I could score more. If I really wanted
to head for challenge then this one [Game R].
Solving the challenge in this game is definitely
more enjoyable than in the previous game.” (P2)
When asked to compare the two games, P2 continued this
thought and said: “[These games are] different. The goals are
the same, but the way that I am thinking about obtaining those
goals are different.”

5. Discussion
As can be seen from the results, there was a difference
between the cognitive gameplay of Game F and Game R.
When the players played Game F they engaged in planning,
to create a path through the play space, but it seemed that
they did not engage in visualizing. Yet, when the same people
played Game R they engaged in visualizing the rotation of the
play space in a very effortful manner. This suggests that structural differences in interaction may affect cognitive gameplay.
However, other implications arise from these results, which
can be roughly grouped into three areas: challenge and
enjoyment, interaction design, and cognitive gameplay. The
implications in these three areas will be discussed in more
detail in the subsections below. At the end of this section,
we will discuss some of the limitations of this investigation
and the conclusions that should not be drawn based on these
results.
5.1. Implications for Challenge and Enjoyment. There was a
difference in difficulty between Game F and Game R. All
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the players reported that Game R was more difficult than
Game F, because they needed to visualize the rotation of
the play area. In other words, a difference in the cognitive
gameplay also resulted in a difference in the difficulty that
players experienced while playing the game.
Visualizing the rotation of the play area in Game R can
be considered an additional cognitive challenge that players
needed to overcome. By challenge is meant an obstacle which
the player must overcome in some way to progress through
the game (see [8]). Challenges in a game can be cognitive
in nature, such as recognizing a specific series of patterns or
working through a logic problem. In the design of cognitive
gameplay then, it seems that we can incorporate specific
cognitive tasks into the structure of a game by turning them
into challenges. From the perspective of systematic design
of games, it would be best to introduce cognitive challenges
intentionally. If we are not aware of how cognitive tasks
can turn into challenges, we may unintentionally disrupt
the difficulty balance of our game and potentially turn an
enjoyable game into a boring or frustrating one.
Existing research already indicates a correlation between
the difficulty of a game and the enjoyment experienced by the
player (e.g., [10, 34, 35]). When the player encounters a game
with a difficulty level that is too low or too high for their own
expertise, they find the game less enjoyable. Such an effect
was also seen in this investigation. Over half of the players
indicated that they preferred playing Game R over Game F,
and this was because they found Game R more difficult and
liked that higher degree of difficulty. For them, Game F was
enjoyable but too easy for long-term enjoyment. The other
players did not prefer playing Game R and cited the high
difficulty as the reason. They found Game R too difficult, were
regularly frustrated, and found relief and enjoyment in Game
F. They indicated that Game R was too difficult because they
were unable to correctly and efficiently visualize the rotation
of the play area. Even though balancing the difficulty of a
game should already be a conscious design choice, we need to
consider the impact of cognitive gameplay on difficulty since
cognitive challenges will affect the difficulty and enjoyment
experienced by the player. Similarly, the player may enjoy
cognitive challenges; we should then focus on the nature
and difficulty of the challenge, since that will probably affect
enjoyment more than the presence or absence of cognitive
challenges in the game.
Lastly, it is interesting to note that most of the players
who preferred playing Game R were those who played it
as the second game. Perhaps the mental effort involved in
visualizing rotation may be too much to be immediately
introduced. Although the players who played Game R as
the second game indicated that they found it harder and
enjoyable, they seemed to have less difficulty with visualizing
the rotation than the players who encountered it immediately.
This could be due to differences in the players’ abilities.
Another possible explanation is that players who played
Game R second only had to learn how to visualize the
rotation. First-time players of Game R had to learn all the
rules of the game while also learning how to visualize the
rotation. Since visualizing rotation was so integral to the
game, they may not have enough mental resources to learn
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the functionality of various operators as well as discover paths
through the level. Thus, it is possible that Game R required
too much mental effort from first-time players. When they
played Game F afterwards, they encountered only one new
rule (the orb moving in specific directions) and it was much
easier to learn. Therefore, introducing rotation in later levels
of Game F might be better, as this would give the player the
opportunity to first learn the rules of the game and then have
more resources available to learn and practice visualizing the
rotation.
5.2. Implications for Interaction Design. The difference
between Game F and Game R is structural, but it is the
reaction component of interaction that was changed. When
the action button was clicked in Game F, the reaction was
simply that the orb moved in a certain direction. When
the action button was clicked in Game R, the reaction
was that all objects in the play space rotated in a certain
direction. We could attempt to derive conclusions about
the relationship between spread of reaction and cognitive
gameplay. However, given the nature of this investigation,
we should instead merely note that cognitive gameplay
may be influenced by changes in the structural elements
of interaction. For our investigation, one element of the
reaction component was changed. However, an element of
the action component could have been changed instead, or
a different element of the reaction component could have
been changed. Without a framework that identifies possible
structural elements of interaction, it will be difficult to
comprehensively study the relationship between interaction
and cognitive gameplay. This is also true for structural
elements other than those related to interaction (e.g.,
lives, narratives, scoring, and time limits). A framework
of structural elements of games and their relationship to
cognitive gameplay does not exist yet, though similar frameworks are being developed (e.g., [14, 15]).
The type of interaction that is available can also influence
cognitive gameplay in ways other than those explicitly mentioned by the players in this investigation. For example, the
main interaction in Tetris was also used to offload certain
cognitive processes [28]. If that interaction was different or
could not be used to offload cognition, then the resulting
cognitive gameplay would be different; there would be a
difference in the distribution of cognitive processes within the
player-game cognitive system. A result similar to that found
by Kirsh and Maglio [28] was seen in our investigation. When
playing Game R, some players used the available operators
to help visualize the rotation. This was unintentional in the
design of Game R. In general, the player may interact with the
game to offload their cognitive processes. However, we can
enhance such offloading when we are aware of this possibility
and intentionally design the game to better facilitate it.
With the example of Game R, we could have allowed the
player to mark certain locations in the play space or to
watch an animation of the play space rotating in a certain
direction. Either of these changes may have assisted players
in visualizing. Likewise, we could have designed Game R so
that an operator could not be moved once it was placed. This
would greatly discourage players from using operators for
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anything other than their intended purpose and hence would
have removed one of their only in-game aids for visualizing.
Finally, the difficulty that players had in visualizing
the rotation might have been influenced by the way in
which rotation was implemented. Rather than the play space
rotating as a continuous whole, only the objects within the
play space moved. If players focused on all of the elements
and tried to visualize them individually, this may have been
why players found rotation difficult to visualize and resource
intensive. Additionally, players found the 180-degree rotation
the most difficult to understand. This rotation did not involve
two 90-degree rotations; instead, objects moved in more-orless a straight line to their destination point. Although objects
ended up at a position that was a 180-degree rotation from
their starting position, the path these objects took may have
confused players. Both points regarding how rotation was
implemented suggest that the way in which we implement
the design of a computer game may unintentionally affect the
difficulty of its tasks. Likewise, it may also affect cognitive
gameplay; although this is not something we explored, the
method of investigation presented in this paper could be used
for such an exploration.
5.3. Implications for Cognitive Gameplay. While many of
the implications mentioned in the previous two subsections
also apply to cognitive gameplay, two further issues need
to be mentioned. First, when looking at the results of this
investigation, it is clear that players engaged in planning when
playing either Game F or Game R. When playing Game F,
players said that they could plan from five to twelve steps
ahead. However, most of the time they only planned with
the next one or two entries in the direction queue in mind.
Most of them reported that they felt the game did not require
them to plan further ahead, so they only developed very short
plans. They could keep clicking the action button without
concern for a more efficient solution, and they had multiple
attempts at each level; so if they did not prevent the orb from
being destroyed, they could still try the level again. It seems
that such few restrictions made Game F rather easy and less
cognitively engaging than Game R. Some players tried to
challenge themselves by self-enforcing various restrictions,
or attempting to achieve a high score, but these activities
point to the shallowness of the cognitive gameplay. Hence,
even though Game F allowed the players to plan ahead, there
were too few in-game restrictions or rewards for encouraging
much in the way of long-term planning. Further research,
then, is required to explore possibilities for other factors
that can be incorporated into a computer game to increase
the depth of cognitive gameplay. As previously mentioned, a
framework detailing the structural elements of a game and
their influence on cognitive gameplay would greatly assist
with this.
In Game R, an alternative problem arose. Since planning
was dependent on correctly visualizing the rotation of the
play space, the players who found it too difficult to visualize
the rotation were unable to create any kind of plan. At most,
they attempted to guess the result of the first entry in the
direction queue and used the operators at their disposal, but
they were not able to consider further entries in the queue.
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However, only some of the players found it too difficult,
and these players were able to create long plans in Game F.
Therefore, it is likely that these players had difficulty planning
in Game R not because of their inability to plan but because
of the intense cost of visualizing the rotation. Just as some
minor structural change can make the cognitive gameplay
too shallow, as in the case of Game F, it could also make the
cognitive gameplay too mentally demanding, as in the case of
Game R. The resource cost of various tasks, and what factors
of interaction can affect this cost, is another possible area of
further research.
5.4. Limitations of This Investigation. First and foremost, we
did not conduct a study to determine which game produced
better or deeper cognitive gameplay. Our interest was purely
in exploring the cognitive gameplay that resulted from a
single structural change. Although this structural change
was associated with the reaction component of interaction,
further conceptual clarification is needed in order to study
it in more detail. These two games could be studied again,
but it is not clear how the same reaction could be translated
into other games. Likewise, there are many other structural
elements that we could study using this same method, but
doing so without an associated conceptual framework will
make it difficult to translate the results of such studies
into a general framework for designing cognitive gameplay.
Existing literature detailing such structural elements tends to
be vague in terms of specific components (e.g., [14]), although
this could be due to focusing on very general components
(e.g., story, challenge) rather than particular ones (e.g., a rule
limiting the number of actions). A potential framework for
the structural elements of interaction exists (see [16]), but it
is not within the context of computer games and may require
some adaptation.
In our investigation, we only gathered qualitative data.
This was sufficient for exploring the experiences of our
players but seems insufficient for conducting a detailed analysis of the differences in cognitive gameplay. In particular,
further analysis could be performed on the depth of planning
involved, the amount of mental resources used, and the effect
of cognitive offloading on any internal visualizing. Interview
and in-game questions that were specifically structured for
such an analysis would be an improvement over our current
investigation. Gathering quantitative data would also be an
improvement, particularly for analyzing the memory usage
and memory capacity of the players. Other metrics could also
be gathered, such as the actions that players performed, the
exact time between actions, and the time spent on each level.
However, such data requires a much larger sample size for it
to be statistically valid, so any future studies would need more
participants. The limitation of small sample size prevented
quantitative data from being particularly useful, and hence we
had to rely on qualitative data. Such limitations are acceptable
for the investigation presented in this paper, but they need to
be overcome for more formal studies in the future.

6. Conclusions
This paper presented an exploratory investigation of the effect
of structural variations of interaction on cognitive gameplay.
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Two computer games were designed and developed (Game
F and Game R). These games were isomorphic at a deep
structural level, and their only difference was in one component of interaction. Eight volunteers played both of these
games, their behavior and comments were recorded, and a
difference in cognitive gameplay was observed. When they
played Game F they were primarily engaged in planning, but
when they played Game R they were engaged in visualizing
rotation. The mental load needed to visualize was reported as
being so heavy that the players found it difficult or impossible
to also engage in planning. Also, there was a difference in
difficulty between the two games, which led to a difference in
enjoyment. All the players said that Game R was the harder
of the two. Those who found Game R too difficult preferred
Game F, while the rest found Game F too easy and preferred
to play Game R.
This investigation was conducted to better understand
how we can study the relationship between structural
components of interaction and cognitive gameplay. The
design process that we used in this paper (see [20]) can
enable researchers to develop numerous isomorphic computer games. Since we can control the structural differences
between these games, we can also control the features that
we want to isolate for further study. This process has not
been used to study the effects of structural elements until this
paper. Even though we only explored one structural element
of interaction, the investigation procedure presented in this
paper could be used to study many different interaction elements and other structural elements unrelated to interaction.
As previously mentioned though, a framework identifying
and conceptualizing these elements would greatly assist in
such an investigation.
Having control over the differences between games allows
us to draw stronger conclusions about how to design cognitive gameplay. We only investigated the cognitive processes
in which the players were engaged and not whether the
game was responsible for any improvement in the players.
However, more detailed and elaborate studies need to be
conducted, building upon the simple investigation presented
in this paper, to provide evidence for the microlevel features
of a computer game that improve or hinder specific kinds
and depth of cognitive gameplay. In all such cases, more
formal studies of the relationship between the structure of
interaction and cognitive gameplay need to be conducted,
and a more systematic conceptual framework of the structure
of interaction in games needs to be developed. It is our hope
that such studies will be conducted in the future, and that this
paper provides a promising start.
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